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Towards memory reuse for MeruryNany Mazur, Gerda Janssens, Maurie BruynoogheDepartment of Computer Siene, K.U.LeuvenCelestijnenlaan, 200A, B{3001 Heverlee, Belgiumnany,gerda,maurie�s.kuleuven.a.beAbstratWhile Merury allows destrutive input/unique output modes whih diretthe ompiler to reuse memory, use of these modes is very umbersome for theprogrammer. Moreover it does not �t the delarative programming paradigmwhere the programmer has not to worry about the details of memory man-agement.The paper reports on some experiments with a prototype of an analyserwhih aims at deteting memory available for reuse. The prototype is basedon the live-struture analysis developed by us for logi programs extendedwith delarations. The prototype has been applied on a module of the Mer-ury ompiler and �nds most of the opportunities for reuse. With somemodi�ations, it will be able to �nd all.The paper also develops the priniples of a module based analysis whihis essential for the analysis of large Merury programs with ode distributedover many modules.1 IntrodutionLogi programs do not have destrutive assignment. It is one of the orner-stones of their delarativeness. However, the absene of destrutive assign-ment has an implementation ost; updating data strutures requires timeonsuming opying and leads to large memory onsumption. Prolog pro-grammers have developed a bag of triks to irumvent the restrition. Pureones based on the use of open ended data strutures suh as di�erene lists,and impure ones based on assert/retrat or more eÆient system spei�variants of built-ins with side e�ets. Those triks are not available in Mer-ury [16℄ whih has no impure built-ins and whose mode system exludes theuse of open ended data strutures. As a onsequene, the straightforwardport of a Prolog appliation to Merury does not always result in the anti-ipated speed-up [20, 19℄. While Merury does provide destrutive input |unique output modes, their use is umbersome and does not �t the delara-tive programming paradigm where the programmer has not to worry aboutmemory management. Moreover, apart from input-output, destrutive up-dates are not part of the urrent standard distribution of Merury. TheMerury programmer has to plug in his own C-ode doing the destrutiveupdates if that is really neessarry for his appliation [20, 19℄. Suh pratie1



may then onit with optimisations done by the Merury ompiler. Theseonits an be prevented with the use of impure delarations, in pratiequite diÆult.Muh better would be to have the ompiler perform the neessary reason-ing for struture reuse. A number of authors have onsidered this problemwithin single-assignement languages, in the ontext of logi programminglanguages [6, 13, 14℄, as well as funtional programming languages [2, 11,17, 18℄. Some of the approahes involve speial language onstruts (suh asuniqueness delarations within Merury) [1, 16, 21, 22℄, others are based onompiler analyses [7, 12℄. Mulkers et al. [15℄ have developed suh an analy-sis for Prolog, however, the lak of delarations and the impurity of Prologo�er little perspetive for integrating the analysis in a Prolog ompiler. In[4℄ Bruynooghe et al. have adapted the analysis for a Merury-like languagewith type, mode and determinism delarations. The urrent paper reportson a prototype implementation of a live-struture analysis for Merury. Itdesribes the outome of an experiment where a module from the Meruryompiler has been analysed. To ahieve the long term goal of integratingthe analysis in the Merury ompiler, a module based analysis is neessary.The paper develops the onept of suh an analysis where it suÆes that theanalysis of a module has aess to the results of a goal independent analysisof the imported prediates.Setion 2 realls the basis of the work desribed in [4℄. Setion 3 reportsthe experiment with the analysis of a module of the ompiler and desribesthe work needed to improve the analysis. In setion 4 the module basedanalysis is developed. We onlude with a brief disussion in Setion 5.2 PreliminariesMerury is a logi programming language provided with types, modes anddeterminism delarations. The language is strongly typed and its type sys-tem is based on a polymorphi many-sorted logi [8℄. Types are of partiularimportane to us. A type t (or if polymorphi t(T1; : : : ; Tn) with T1; : : : ; Tntype variables) is de�ned by one or more type onstrutors whose argumentsare either types or type variables (only the type variables used in the typename an be used inside the onstrutors).It is well known that one an assoiate a type tree with eah type. Suha tree has two kinds of nodes: type nodes and onstrutor nodes. A typenode is labelled with either a type variable or a type name. If labelled with avariable, it has no hildren; if labelled with a type name, it has onstrutornodes as hildren, one for eah of the type onstrutors in the de�nitionof the type (the order is unimportant). Construtor nodes are labelled bythe onstrutor name and have an (ordered) set of type nodes as hildren:one for eah argument of the onstrutor in the delaration. While typetrees of reursive types are in�nite, we onsider equivalene lasses over the2



typenodes: two nodes on a path from the root are equivalent when they havethe same label. In this way, any type tree has a �nite representation as atype graph. Nodes have an assoiated type, namely the type of the tree withthe node as root.Example 2.1 The polymorphi type list(T) is de�ned as:list(T) ---> [℄ ; [T|list(T)℄.Its type graph is shown in Fig. 1.
list(T)

[ . ][]

TFigure 1: Type graph of list(T)Type seletors are used to selet a node in a type tree (and throughthe type assoiated with the node, a subtype of a type). � denotes theempty seletor and t� selets the root node of t. With (t1; : : : ; tn) one of thealternatives in the type de�nition of t, t(;i)(i � n) selets the ith hild of thehild of t with  as label (and the type assoiated with it). As onatenatorof type seletors we use \.". With s a seletor appliable on ti, t(;i):s seletstsi . We also de�ne equivalene lasses over type seletors. In the ontextof a type t we have that s1 � s2 when ts1 and ts2 selet the same node.Also the number of these equivalene lasses is �nite. For example, in theontext of type list(T ), and using \." as list onstrutor, � � (:; 2) andlist(T )� = list(T )(:;2).Liveness of a variable is expressed at the level of the type nodes of itstype graph. With t the type of X , Live(Xs) expresses that the subtermof X orresponding to the subtype ts is live. Parts of a variable whih arenot live are available for reuse. For example, with X of type list(T ), threeases an be distinguished: (1) Live(X�) expressing that the whole value ofX is live; (2) Live(X(:;1)) expressing that only the elements of the list arelive (and the bakbone of the list is available for reuse); (3) nothing is live,i.e. everything is available for reuse. Formally, liveness an be de�ned asa total mapping from the type nodes to ftrue; falseg with the onstraintthat Live(Xs) implies Live(Xs:t) for all seletors s and t. These derivedlive nodes are left impliit (as in the ase (1) above where also Live(X(:;1))holds).Our analysis is performed at the level of the High Level Data Struture(HLDS) onstruted by the Merury ompiler. It is a kind of normal form3



whih has one de�nition for eah mode of eah program prediate. Thebodies of the lauses in this normal form ontain onjuntions, disjuntionsand if-then-else's. Uni�ations are made expliit, all atoms about programprediates have distint variables as arguments and speial atoms are usedfor uni�ation. Four ases of uni�ation are used. They are: (1) test X ==Y , (2) assignment X := Y , (3) onstrution X ( f(Y1; : : : ; Yn), and (4)deonstrution X ) f(Y1; : : : ; Yn) [8℄. In what follows, we use the termhead variables for the arguments (variables) whih are in the head of thenormal form.Our analysis is based on abstrat interpretation [5℄ and uses the top-down framework of [3℄. Very briey, abstrat interpretation mimis onreteexeution by replaing the program's operation on onrete data by abstratoperations over data desriptions. The analysis of a proedure all onsists ofproedure-entry, the exeution of the statements in the proedure's body andproedure-exit. The analysis omputes an abstrat state in eah programpoint and uses �x-point iteration to ope with reursion. It is a polyvariantanalysis: it analyses prediate de�nitions for eah all pattern whih showsup during the analysis.In the live-struture analysis of [4℄, the liveness information in a pro-gram point (preeding the urrent atom) is derived from three omponentsassoiated with this program point:� Forward use (FU): whih variables an be aessed by the forwardexeution of the program after suessful ompletion of the urrentatom (a set of variables).� Bakward use (BU): whih variables an be aessed upon baktrak-ing assuming the urrent atom fails (a set of variables).� Aliases (Alias): whih sharing is possible between the data struturesrepresenting the values of the bound variables in the program point(before exeuting the urrent atom) (a set of pairs (XsX ; Y sY )).Eah of these three omponents is separated in a global omponent anda loal omponent. The global omponent desribes the information omingfrom the ontext of the aller. Assuming q is alled from r with atual ar-guments X1; : : : ; Xn and assuming formal arguments Y1; : : : ; Yn, the globalomponents desribe the head variables Yi orresponding to the atual ar-guments Xi whih are in forward/bakward use in the program point beforethe all (GFU and GBU) and the aliases between head variables Yi andYj whih orrespond to the aliases between Xi and Xj existing in that pro-gram point (Galias). The loal omponents desribe the extra informationgathered during the analysis of the body of q (LFU , LBU , and Lalias).As explained in [4℄, these three omponents are used to ompute theliveness in a program point. This liveness does not orrespond exatly towhat is explained above but is rather a \strong" liveness as it ignores the4



aesses to data strutures made by the instrution following the programpoint. So if Xs is not live in program point p, it means there are no aesspaths to Xs apart from those in the next instrution. The purpose of theanalysis is to �nd opportunities for reuse; more onrete, the interest isin deonstrution statements X ) : : :. If X� is not (strongly) live in thepreeding program point, then the top level data struture (e.g. the �rstlistell when X is of type list) is available for reuse. The most onvenientway to indiate this to the ompiler is to insert a pragma reuse(X) in theHLDS at the program point following the deonstrution. In general it isalso possible that X� is live in the point before the deonstrution but nolonger in a later program point, in whih ase the pragma an be insertedat that point. Finally, reporting the possibility for reuse only makes senseif the lause ontains a onstrution statement whih an really reuse theell available for reuse. This is a matter of inspeting the remainder of thelause (or also some preeding ode if some ode movement is possible). Thisaspet was handled manually in the experiments desribed in the paper.The initial liveness upon entry of a lause de�nition is denoted Live0. Itis omputed by proedure-entry whih projets the liveness in the programpoint before the all on the arguments of the all and applies the renamingbetween formal and atual parameters.3 A ase study: labelopt3.1 Analysis engineFor our experiments we are using the AMAI [10℄ as engine for abstrat in-terpretation. The original engine, written in Prolog, has been extended withthe neessary funtionality to handle disjuntions (if-then-else onstruts aretransformed into deterministi disjuntions). The abstrat domain is the do-main for live-struture analysis as skethed in Setion 2. The engine is anabstrat mahine whih exeutes the ode of the abstrated program. Togenerate the ode of the abstrated programs, the Merury ompiler (v0.8)has been extended with a module whih onverts the intermediate HLDSstrutures produed by the ompiler into AMAI instrutions. These in-strutions also ontain the neessary information about types, modes anddeterminism whih is needed for the live struture analysis. The engine isable to perform a goal dependent analysis of a all to a prediate, giventhat the ode inludes all prediate-de�nitions on whih the alled prediatedepends (diretly or indiretly). The analysis is polyvariant and the resultonsists of all-exit pairs for all prediates needed for the analysis of the toplevel prediate all and, for eah all pattern, an annotated version givingthe abstrat state in eah program point. From this information it is prettystraightforward though tedious, to derive the reuse pragma's by hand (soonto be implemented). 5



3.2 The analysis of labeloptThe analysed program, labelopt, is a module from the Merury ompiler.The main prediate exported by this module is labelopt main.The purpose of this prediate is to transform a list of program instru-tions into a new list of optimised instrutions. The module alls prediatesfrom two other modules: opt util and indiretly list. As the output dataprodued by the analysis engine is quite umbersome to review (manually),we limited our analysis by substituting the few prediates from opt util bydummy prediates, suh that the liveness results for the main prediateswithin labelopt were not inuened. We kept the ode for the list manipula-tion prediates though, as these presented a high potential for reuse.3.2.1 Call graph and potential reusesFigures 2 and 3 show the (simpli�ed) all graph of labelopt main, leav-ing out dummy alls. Prediates whose de�nitions ontain pairs of deon-strut/onstrut instrutions (andidates for reuse) are marked with D/C.Reursive alls are indiated by loops in the all graph. A brief desriptionfollows.
Figure 2
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:- pred instr_list(list(instrution),list(instrution)).:- mode instr_list(in,out) is det.instr_list([℄,[℄).instr_list(L1,L2):-L1 => [ I0 | MoreL ℄,I0 => Uinstr - _Comment,( ... % perform some tests-> R <= [ I0 ℄; eliminate(I0,R),opt_util_prediate(Uinstr,....)),instr_list(MoreL,MoreR),append(R,MoreR,L2).
:- pred eliminate(instrution,list(instrution)).:- mode eliminate(in,out) is det.eliminate(I,List) :-I => Instr0 - Comment0,( ... % perform some tests-> List <= [℄; NewInstr = ... , % some onstantNewI <= NewInstr - Comment0,List <= [NewI℄).Figure 4: Relevant ode of labelopt-prediates.the omplete input list beomes onsumed through the reursive alls. Insplit list, the base ase an be reahed before the omplete list is on-sumed, in whih ase the seond output argument shares diretly the wholeinput list. In merge sort, we have a slightly di�erent situation. The inputlist L1 is still live in the program point before the deonstrution; however,if we hek the program point before the onstrution L2 <= [E℄, we seethat L1� is neither live nor an alias of L2 or E, so the top level of L1 isavailable for reuse at that point.3.2.3 Missed reuses and the remedyIn merge and the very similar merge and remove dups, the reuse is missedby our analysis. We restrit the disussion to merge. The all pattern ofthe all merge(A,B,C) ontains no aliases and only the output argument Cis live. Inspetion of the ode shows that either the top level of A or thetop level of B an safely be reused for onstruting a ell of the output C.The problem is that A (and B) are live in the program point preeding theirdeonstrution. The analysis identi�es A� with A(:;2). As a onsequene, Aand its tail whih is stored in Xs beome aliases. Xs is live in every programpoint of the disjunt with the reursive all merge(Xs,B,Zs) and beauseof the impreise alias, so is A. In the other disjunt, the similar observationholds for the input argument B. A solution is to replae the �rst deonstrutby A) [X j ℄ and to insert a seond deonstrut A ) [ jXs℄ in front of theinstrution using Xs (in this ase in front of merge(Xs,B,Zs)). With thisode, our analysis detets that A is available for reuse in the program pointpreeding the seond deonstrut. Another solution to this problem is notto identify X� with X(:;2) for lists (and similarly for other reursive datastrutures), at least not for variables whih are used in a deonstrutionoperation. This solution requires a revision of our abstrat domain and willresult in slightly larger abstrat states; however, if limited to variables whihare andidates for reuse, the ost ould be quite aeptable.8



:- pred append(list(T),list(T),list(T)).:- mode append(in,in,out) is det.append(X,Y,Z):- X == [℄, Z := Y.append(X,Y,Z):-X => [ X1 | Xs ℄,append(Xs,Y,Zs),Z <= [ X1 | Zs ℄.:- pred merge_sort(list(T),list(T)).:- mode merge_sort(in,out) is det.merge_sort(L1,L2):- L1 == [℄, L2 <= [℄.merge_sort(L1,L2):-L1 => [ E | R ℄,( % annot fail swith on R% R = [℄L2 <= [ E ℄; length(L1,Length),HL is Length // 2,( split_list(HL,L1,F,B),merge_sort(F,SF),merge_sort(B,SB),merge(SF,SB,L2); % error)).:- pred split_list(int,list(T),list(T),list(T)).:- mode split_list(in,in,out,out)is semidet.split_list(N, List, Start, End) :-( N == 0-> Start <= [℄,End := List; N1 is N - 1,List => [Head | List1℄,split_list(N1, List1, Start1, End),Start <= [Head | Start1℄).

:- pred merge(list(T),list(T),list(T)).:- mode merge(in,in,out) is det.list_merge(A, B, C) :-( A => [X|Xs℄ ->( B => [Y|Ys℄ ->( ompare(<, X, Y) ->Z := X,list_merge(Xs, B, Zs); Z := Y,list_merge(A, Ys, Zs)), C <= [Z|Zs℄; C := A); C := B).:- pred remove_adjaent_dups(list(T),T,list(T)).:- mode remove_adjaent_dups(in,in,out)is det.remove_adjaent_dups(L1,X,L2):-( % annot fail swith on L1L1 == [℄, L2 <= [X℄; L1 => [ X1 | R ℄,( X == X1-> remove_adjaent_dups(R,X,L2); remove adjaent_dups(R,X1,NR),L2 <= [ X | NR ℄)).:- pred merge_and_remove_dups(list(T),list(T),list(T)).:- mode merge_and_remove_dups(in,in,out)is det.merge_and_remove_dups(A, B, C) :-% ode very similar to merge/3merge(A,B,C).Figure 5: Relevant ode of set and list prediates.3.3 Overview and ostTable 1 presents the analysis results of the prediates as they appear inour experiment (see Appendix A for the ode listing). Eah of these predi-ates is annotated with reuse-information, all- and exit-pattern. The reuse-information is either rd (diret reuse), ri (indiret reuse), rd+i (diret andindiret reuse), no (no reuse possible), no� (missed reuse). The exit patternonsists of a life omponent and an alias omponent, both are relative tothe life and alias omponents of the all pattern. Note that all prediatesare deterministi (or semideterministi), therefore no variables will appearin bakward use.Our experiments were done on an UltraSPARC-IIi (333Mhz) with 256MB9



Prediate R. Call patt. Exit patt.Live0 - Alias0 Live+ - Alias+mylabelopt main(H1,H2,H3,H4) ri fH3;H4g - ; ; - ;build useset(H1,H2) ri fH1;H2g - ; ; - ;build useset 2(H1,H2,H3) ri fH1;H3g - ; ; - ;instr list(H1,H2,H3,H4,H5) rd+i fH4;H5g - ; ; - ;eliminate(H1,H2,H3,H4) rd fH2;H3;H4g - ; fH1(�;1)g - f(H1(�;1);H3(�;1)geliminate(H1,H2,H3,H4) rd fH1(�;1);H3;H4g - ; ; - f(H1(�;1);H3(�;1)gset init(H1) no fH1g - ; fH1g - ;set insert list(H1,H2,H3) ri fH3g - ; fH1:H2(:;1)g -f(H1; H3); (H2(:;1); H3(:;1)gset member(H1,H2) no fH1;H2g - ; ; - ;sort and remove dups(H1,H2) ri fH2g - ; fH2(:;1)g - f(H1(:;1) ;H2(:;1))gmerge and remove dups(H1,H2,H3) no� fH3g - ;g fH1;H2g - f(H1;H3); (H2;H3)gmember(H1,H2) no fH1;H2g - ; ; - ;append(H1,H2,H3) rd fH3g - ; fH1(:;1) ;H2g - fH1(:;1) ;H2;H3gmerge(H1,H2,H3) no� fH3g - ; fH1;H2g - f(H1;H3); (H2;H3)gmerge sort(H1,H2) rd+i fH2g - ; fH1(:;1)g - f(H1(:;1) ;H2(:;1))glength(H1,H2) no fH1;H2g - ; ; - ;length 2(H1,H2,H3) no fH1;H3g - ; fH2g - f(H2; H3)gsplit list(H1,H2,H3,H4) rd fH3;H4g - ; fH2g -f(H4;H2); (H3(:;1);H2(:;1))remove adjaent dups(H1,H2) ri fH2g - ; fH1(:;1)g - f(H1(:;1) ;H2(:;1))gremove adjaent dups 2(H1,H2,H3) rd fH3g - ; fH1(:;1);H2g -f(H3(:;1) ;H2); (H3(:;1);H1(:;1)gTable 1: Overview of the analysed prediates. rd = diret reuse, ri = indiretreuse, rd+i = ombined reuse, no = no reuse possible, no� = missed reuse.RAM, using SunOS Release 5.7, under a usual workload. The Prolog-engineused was Master Prolog, release 4.1 ERP. On this platform the analysisof mylabelopt main within labelopt (already onverted into AMAI instru-tions), took in average 2.84 seonds.In a seond experiment we expliitly inluded all prediates of the im-ported module opt util instead of using dummy prediates. The resultingmodule herewidth ontained about 100 prediates (whih is a rare situationfor normal real-life projets using modules). The analysis of mylabelopt mainunder these onditions took more than 20 minutes. One reason for this highanalysis time is to be found in the proliferation of the versions of the predi-ates (e.g. the analysis detets 7 di�erent all patterns for append/3, whihmeans that 7 versions are analysed, three of whih allow reuse). The numberof versions an be redued when ombining goal dependent and goal inde-pendent analysis (see next setion). A seond reason is related to the numberof funtors de�ning one single type. In our experiment, the onerned pred-iates mainly manipulate lists of instrutions, where the instrution-type isde�ned in terms of 26 di�erent funtors. When starting to selet substru-tures below those funtors, an explosive growth of the number of aliasesours. To prevent this, a widening operation will have to be developedwhih ollapses all those aliases into one. For example a wildard \*" in a10



seletor s:� of a type t indiates that all type nodes ts:s1 are seleted for allseletors s1.4 Towards a module based analysisLarge software is distributed over several modules and separate ompilationof modules is neessary. The assumption that the all graph between mod-ules has a tree struture is not too restritive. It allows to analyse modulesin a bottom-up fashion, making the results of the analysis of the exportedprediates of a module available for the analysis of the modules higher up inthe all tree. In this setion we explore how suh a modular analysis an beorganised.The problems to be solved are:� The de�nition of the alled prediate (e.g. q) has to be analysed withoutknowing the ontext (its all pattern) in whih it is alled.� When analysing the de�nition of a prediate (e.g. r) ontaining a allto q, the aller's ontext is likely di�erent from the assumed ontextwhile q was analysed. However, q annot be re-analysed.For domains with the right properties, it is well known that the resultsof a goal independent analysis [9℄ of q an be used to ompute a safe ap-proximation of a (goal dependent) all to q in the analysis of r. As we willargue in Subsetion 4.1, this is possible for our analysis, so r an be anal-ysed without re-analysing q. Another diÆulty is when the analysis of qshows that there is opportunity for reuse. Typially, this reuse will not besafe for every alling ontext, so it is neessary to provide two versions ofq, the standard one without reuse and a variant qr with reuse. So, there isalso a need to provide information whih allows the aller to test whether itan all the version with reuse or has to all the standard version. Whihinformation has to be saved from the goal independent analysis is disussedin Subsetion 4.2.4.1 Goal independent analysisAs explained in Setion 2, forward use, bakward use and aliases are sepa-rated in a loal and a global omponent. The total forward/bakward use issimply the union of the loal and the global omponent. The omputation ofthe loal omponent is independent of the existing global omponent. More-over, proedure-exit has not to return anything about forward use, whilereturning only the �nal loal bakward use. Also the aliases are separatedin a loal and a global omponent. As desribed in [4℄, the full set of aliasesin a program point is given by the so alled alternating losure of both om-ponents (pairs onneted by a path whih alternates between a global and11



a loal alias). The value of the loal omponent in a program point is inde-pendent of the global omponent and the loal omponent is the only onereturned by proedure-exit. Hene, a goal independent analysis returns thesame aliases as a goal dependent one. So, using the results of the goal in-dependent analysis of q for analysing a all to q results in exatly the sameabstrat state in the program point following the all as when performing agoal dependent analysis of that all to q.However, there is also the issue of possible reuse inside q. Liveness ina program point depends on both the global and the loal omponent. Atruly goal independent analysis of q would start with all global omponentsempty. Obviously, it will detet a maximal number of opportunities for reuse.However, the assumption that none of the output variables will be used afterexiting the prediate is an unrealisti one. Typially, all the outputs will beused. While not using all outputs an make sense, it is de�nitely ineÆient intime and memory as the exeution of the prediate will reate the unneededoutput argument. It is not the purpose of our analysis to overome suhineÆienies. A preeding analysis should trap suh alls, should reate aversion of the prediate without the unneeded output argument and shouldrediret the all to that version. Hene it is muh more sensible to performan analysis under the assumption that all output arguments will be needed,i.e. to initialise the global forward use with all the head variables in outputpositions. In what follows we mean suh an analysis when using the termgoal independent analysis.In summary, a module an be analysed by analysing its exported pred-iates in a goal independent way. The analysis of suh a prediate startswith an empty set of global aliases, an empty set of variables in global bak-ward use and with the head variables ourring in output positions of theprediate in global forward use. Suh an analysis returns a set of head vari-ables in loal bakward use and a set of loal aliases between head variables.When analysing a goal dependent all in a module importing the prediate,the results of the goal independent analysis are used to ompute the e�etof the all on the abstrat state. However, one problem remains: the goalindependent analysis an detet opportunities for reuse of data strutures.If so, there is no guarantee that reuse is allowed for all alls to the predi-ate as the liveness, whih deides whether reuse is possible, depends alsoon the global omponents . Hene, if reuse is possible, the goal independentanalysis has to indiate that two versions have to be made, the standard onewithout reuse and the optimised one with reuse. Then it also has to provideinformation whih allows the aller to deide whih version it an use.4.2 Deiding about reuseIn what follows, a omponent is given a subsript p when its value dependson the program point and it is given a supersript (gi or gd) when its valuedi�ers between the goal independent and the goal dependent analysis. Let12



us onsider a program point p prior to a deonstrution X ) : : : in theprediate de�nition for q. Let LUp be the union of the loal forward andbakward use in program point p and Laliasp be the loal aliases at p. LetGalias be the global aliases (the same in every program point of q). Asdesribed in [4℄, the full set of aliases is given by the alternating losure ofthe two sets (Aliasp = Altlos(Galias; Laliasp)). In the goal independentase, the initial liveness on entry of q, Livegi0 is the set of head variablesin output positions of q and Galias is empty. The formula expressing theliveness at p [4℄ redues to:Livegip = Livegi0 [fX�jX 2 LUpg[fXsX j(XsX ; Y sY ) 2 Laliasp ^ Y 2 LUpg[8>>><>>>:XsX1 ��������� (XsX ; Y sY ) 2 Laliasp and9s1; s2 suh that Y s1 2 Livegi0 andeither sY � (s1:s2) ^ sX1 � sXor (sY :s2) � s1 ^ sX1 � (sX :s2) 9>>>=>>>;In the goal dependent ase we obtain:Livegdp = Livegd0 [fX�jX 2 LUpg[fXsX j(XsX ; Y sY ) 2 Altlos(Galiasgd; Laliasp) ^ Y 2 LUpg[8>>><>>>:XsX1 ��������� (XsX ; Y sY ) 2 Altlos(Galiasgd; Laliasp) and9s1; s2 suh that Y s1 2 Livegd0 andeither sY � (s1:s2) ^ sX1 � sXor (sY :s2) � s1 ^ sX1 � (sX :s2)g 9>>>=>>>;What we are interested in is: Given that X� =2 Livegip , what is a suÆientondition for X� =2 Livegdp ? A brute fore approah is to make Laliasp andLUp available for the allers of q. Then the aller an ompute Livegdp fromsrath and hek whether X� belongs to it. The de�nition of q an havemany loal variables and Laliasp an be large; so it an be a rather expensiveomputation. So, let us analyse whether the amount of information to besaved an be redued.Comparing both formulas and given that X� =2 Livegip , we an observethat X� 2 Livegdp only if one of the following onditions holds:1. X� 2 Livegd02. (X�; Y s) 2 Altlos(Galiasgd; Laliasp) ^ Y 2 LUp)3. (X�; Y sY :s) 2 Altlos(Galiasgd; Laliasp) ^ Y sY 2 Livegd013



To hek ondition 1 during the goal dependent analysis, we only needto know from the goal independent analysis whih variable an be reusedby it (to be stored as value for reuseq). Note that ondition 1 an preventreuse only if X is an input head variable beause only head variables ourin Livegd0 and output head variables annot be reused as they our in Livegi0and thus in Livegip .A �rst observation about the other two onditions is that Galiasgd onlyontains aliases between input head variables and Laliasp annot ontainaliases between input head variables. Indeed, Merury is suh that inputhead variables annot be further instantiated, hene no new aliases anbe reated between them. For what onerns ondition 2, if (X�; Y s) 2Altlos(Galiasgd; Laliasp) and Y 2 LUp while X� =2 Livegip then (X�; Y s) =2Laliasp, so we must have one of the following ases:(a) X and Y are input head variables and (X�; Y s) 2 Galiasgd and Y s 2Livegip (beause Y 2 LUp).(b) X is an input head variable and Y is a loal variable and there is a headvariable Hvar suh that (X�;Hvars1) 2 Galiasgd and (Hvars2 ; Y s3) 2Laliasp and Y 2 LUp for appropriate seletors1 s1; s2, and s3. How-ever, then also Hvar s2 2 Livegip , hene this ase is overed by ase (a)beause (X�;Hvars) 2 Galiasgd and Hvar s 2 Livegip for an appropriatevalue of s.() X is a loal variable, Hvar and Y are input head variables, (Hvars1 ; Y s2)2 Galiasgd, Y s2 2 Livegip (beause Y 2 LUp), and (X�;Hvars3) 2Laliasp for appropriate seletors s1; s2, and s3.(d) X and Y are loal variables, Hvar1 and Hvar2 are input head variables,(X�;Hvar1 s1) 2 Laliasp, (Hvar2 s2 ; Y s3) 2 Laliasp, (Hvar1 s4 ;Hvar2 s5)2 Galiasgd and Y 2 LUp for appropriate seletors s1; s2; s3; s4, and s5.Similarly as in ase (b), also Hvar2 s2 2 Livegip hene the ase is overedby ase ().We are left with the ases (a) and (). We observe that the informationfrom the goal independent analysis whih is needed to hek the seondondition for reuse is:� The liveness of the input head variables in Livegip .� The aliases in Laliasp between X� and input head variables.For what onerns ondition 3, Y must be a head variable as Y sY :s 2Livegd0 . If (X�; Y sY :s) 2 Altlos(Galiasgd; Laliasp) then either (X�; Y sY :s)belongs to Laliasp or to Galiasgd or there is an input head variable Hvar1Do not worry about whih seletors are appropriate. Our interest is only in identifyingthe elements of Aliasp whih are needed to deide the ondition. The funtion Altlos isdoing the tedious job of �nding the right values for the seletors.14



and (X�;Hvars1) 2 Laliasp and (Hvar s2 ; Y s3) 2 Galiasgd for appropriateseletors s1; s2, and s3. We observe that the information from the goalindependent analysis whih is needed to hek the third ondition for reuseonsist of :� The aliases between X� and head variables in LaliaspHene to hek whether a all to q an use the version qr with reuse ofX , it suÆes that we save from the goal independent analysis:� reuseq, the name of the variable X whih an be reused.� Plivegiq , the projetion on the input head variables of q of the livenessin the program point preeding the reuse.� Paliasgiq , the pairs (X�;Hvars) with Hvar a head variable, of the loalaliases in the program point preeding the deonstrution.When the goal independent analysis of a prediate r whih alls q showsthat qr an be used then a version rr of r using qr has to be reated andinformation to deide whether rr an be used is needed. This information isomputed in a similar way. Let Laliasp0 and Livegip0 be the information inthe program point of r whih preedes the all to q and let � be a renamingwhih maps the formal arguments in the head of q to the atual argumentsin the all to q. Then the three omponents are:� reuser = reuseq�.� Plivegir = the projetion on the input head variables of r of Livegip0 [Plivegiq �.� Paliasgir = the pairs (X�;Hvars) from Altlos(Laliasp0; Paliasgiq ))�with Hvar a head variable of r and X the reused variable.The next subsetion will illustrate this with an example.4.3 ExampleConsider the prediate eliminate(I,List) (�gure 4); where I is of typeinstrution == (instr � string) and List is of type list(instrution). Itsgoal independent analysis starts with Live0 = fList�g. The goal inde-pendent analysis yields the the alias (I(�;2);List(:;1):(�;2)). The analysisalso shows that I� is not live in the program point preeding the deon-strution I ) Instr0 � Comment0 . As there is a subsequent onstru-tion NewI ( NewInstr � Comment0 , reuse is possible in the goal indepen-dent ase and the information needed to hoose between eliminate andeliminater is needed. We have:� reuseeliminate = I 15



� Plivegieliminate = ; (no live input variables in the program point).� Paliasgieliminate = ; (no aliases in the program point).Now let us onsider the goal independent analysis of instr list. Dur-ing the analysis, a goal dependent all eliminate(I0,R) ours. Apply-ing the prediate-entry operation on the all results in Livegd0 = fI(�;1)gand Galiasgd = ;. One an hek that I� =2 Livegd0 and (I�; Y s0:s1) =2Altlos(Galiasgd;Paliasgieliminate) for any Y s0 2 Plivegieliminate, eliminateran therefore be used and a instr listr an be generated.Finally we show the derivation of the information needed to deide onthe use of instr listr(L1; L2). � = fI ! I0;List ! Rg. Considering theprogram point before the all to eliminate, we obtain:� reuseinstr list = I0� Plivegiinstr list = fL1�g (beause L1� is an alias ofMoreL whih is live).� Paliasgiinstr list = f(I0�; L1(:;1))g.Beause of L1� being live and of the alias (I0�; L1(:;1)), the ondition forusing instr listr(L1; L2) annot be satis�ed. However, our goal dependentanalysis shows that reuse is possible. The loss of preision is (again) dueto the fat that the reursive list seletor (:; 2) is equivalent to the emptyseletor �. If they were distinguished, then Plivegiinstr list = fL1(:;2)g andthe ondition for the use of instr listr(L1; L2) ould be met by allers ofthe prediate.This shows that goal independent analysis an be less preise than goaldependent analysis. To obtain the best preision, goal independent analysisshould be restrited to the prediates a module is exporting. On the otherhand, goal independent analysis an save a lot of work. For example, inan experiment where the omplete original ode of the module label opt wasanalysed, append/3 was analysed for 7 di�erent all patterns (3 of themallowed reuse). Analysing all prediates in a goal independent way, eahprediate has to be analysed only one. As the urrent handling of reursiveseletors also was at the soure of the lak of preision in analysing themerge/3 prediate, it is de�nitely worthwhile to improve that aspet of ouranalysis. The inrease in omplexity should be more than ompensated bythe adoption of goal independent analysis for all prediates.As a last remark, there are other soures of reuse in instr list/2: thereis a reursive all and there is a all to append/3. For eah of them atriplet desribing the information needed to hek for reuse an be derived.This ould lead to a proliferation of versions, (eliminater ombined withappendr, eliminater ombined with append, . . . ). The drasti solution ofhaving only two versions, one whih ombines all possible reuse (having threetriplets that have to be satis�ed by the aller) and one without any reuseseems to be adequate for the module under onsideration (as far as we anhek by hand). 16



5 ConlusionWe have reported some initial experiments with live struture analysis forMerury. The analysis of a module of the ompiler revealed that most oppor-tunities for reuse are deteted. Some opportunities for reuse are unused dueto the impreision in the handling of reursive data strutures. One solutionto overome this problem is to modify the Merury HLDS ode, delaying theseletion of a reursive omponent of the data struture until the omponentis to be used in the next instrution. Another plausible solution is to re�nethe representation of aliases over reursive data strutures. This would o�erthe additional bene�t of inreasing the preision of the goal independentanalysis. Goal independent analysis is neessary for the prediates a moduleexports. In addition, its generalised use would also substantially redue theost of the analysis.With separate ompilation of modules, the analysis { when integrated inthe ompiler { would lead to two versions2 for exported prediates: a versionwith reuse of data strutures, and a version without. The analysis wouldalso generate the information needed by allers of a prediate to performtheir own live struture analysis and to deide whih version to all.We propose to insert reuse(X) pragma's in the HLDS ode to indiateto the ompiler that the toplevel of X is available for reuse. We ould alsoderive \destrutive-input/unique-output" modes (not desribed in the paperdue to lak of spae) but then the ompiler would have to redo part of ouranalysis to detet where exatly reuse beomes possible.Analysis time for the ode shown in the appendix is quite aeptable.However, the analysis time for the omplete original module (and its im-ported modules) is not. These results are obtained with a very early pro-totype, we expet that substantial improvements are feasible in the nearfuture. We also plan to implement the automated derivation of the reusepragma, so that more experiments an be done. Other future work is exper-imentation with goal independent analysis (to better understand its e�eton eÆieny and preision) and revision of our abstrat domain to obtain abetter handling of aliases over reursive data strutures. Also the wideningoperator mentioned in Setion 3.3 will be developed.Referenes[1℄ Yves Bekkers and Paul Tarau. Monadi onstruts for logi programming.In John Lloyd, editor, Proeedings of the International Symposium on LogiProgramming, pages 51{65, Cambridge, Deember 4{7 1995. MIT Press.[2℄ A. Bloss. Path analysis and the optimization of non-strit funtional languages.Tehnial Report YALEU/DCS/RR-704, Department of Computer Siene,Yale University, New Haven, CT, 1988.2Only one when reuse is always or never possible17
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:� interfae.:� import module bool, list.:� import module llds.% Build up a set showing whih labels are branhed to,% then traverse the instrution list removing unneessary labels.% If the instrution before the label branhes away, we also% remove the instrution blok following the label.:� pred mylabelopt main(list(instrution), bool, list(instrution), bool).:� mode mylabelopt main(in, in, out, out) is det.% Build up a set showing whih labels are branhed to.:� pred mylabelopt build useset(list(instrution), set(label)).:� mode mylabelopt build useset(in, out) is det.%|||||||||||||||||||||||||{%:� implementation.:� import module opt util.:� import module std util.mylabelopt main(Instrs0, Final, Instrs, Mod) :�mylabelopt build useset(Instrs0, Useset),mylabelopt instr list(Instrs0, yes, Useset, Instrs1, Mod),( Final = yes, Mod = yes �>mylabelopt main(Instrs1, Final, Instrs, ); Instrs = Instrs1).%|||||||||||||||||||||||||{%mylabelopt build useset(Instrs, Useset) :�set init(Useset0),mylabelopt build useset 2(Instrs, Useset0, Useset).:� pred mylabelopt build useset 2(list(instrution), set(label), set(label)).:� mode mylabelopt build useset 2(in, in, out) is det.mylabelopt build useset 2([ ℄, Useset, Useset).mylabelopt build useset 2([Instr j Instrutions℄, Useset0, Useset) :�Instr = Uinstr � Comment,opt util instr labels(Uinstr, Labels, CodeAddresses),set insert list(Useset0, Labels, Useset1),mylabelopt build useset 2(Instrutions, Useset1, Useset).%|||||||||||||||||||||||||{%% Go through the given instrution sequene. When we �nd a label,% we hek whether the label an be branhed to either from within% the proedure or from the outside. If yes, we leave it alone.20



% If not, we delete it. We delete the following ode as well if% the label was preeded by ode that annot fall through.:� pred mylabelopt instr list(list(instrution), bool, set(label),list(instrution), bool).:� mode mylabelopt instr list(in, in, in, out, out) is det.mylabelopt instr list([ ℄, Fallthrough, Useset, [ ℄, no).mylabelopt instr list([Instr0 j MoreInstrs0℄,Fallthrough, Useset, MoreInstrs, Mod) :�Instr0 = Uinstr0 � Comment,( Uinstr0 = label(Label) �>( ( Label = exported( ); Label = loal( ); set member(Label, Useset))�> ReplInstrs = [Instr0℄,Fallthrough1 = yes,Mod0 = no; mylabelopt eliminate(Instr0, yes(Fallthrough),ReplInstrs, Mod0),Fallthrough1 = Fallthrough); ( Fallthrough = yes �>ReplInstrs = [Instr0℄,Mod0 = no; mylabelopt eliminate(Instr0, no, ReplInstrs, Mod0)),opt util an instr fall through(Uinstr0, Canfallthrough),( Canfallthrough = yes �>Fallthrough1 = Fallthrough; Fallthrough1 = no)),mylabelopt instr list(MoreInstrs0, Fallthrough1, Useset,MoreInstrs1, Mod1),list append(ReplInstrs, MoreInstrs1, MoreInstrs),( Mod0 = no, Mod1 = no �>Mod = no; Mod = yes).% Instead of removing eliminated instrutions from the instrution list,% we an replae them by plaeholder omments. The original omment% �eld on the instrution is often enough to dedue what the% eliminated instrution was.:� pred mylabelopt eliminate(instrution, maybe(bool), list(instrution), bool).21



:� mode mylabelopt eliminate(in, in, out, out) is det.mylabelopt eliminate(Uinstr0 � Comment0, Label, Instr, Mod) :�labelopt eliminate total(Total),( Total = yes,Instr = [ ℄,Mod = yes; Total = no,( Uinstr0 = omment( ) �>Comment = Comment0,Uinstr = Uinstr0,Mod = no; ( Label = yes(Follow) �>( Follow = yes �>Uinstr = omment("eliminated label only"); % Follow = no,Uinstr = omment("eliminated label and blok")); % Label = no,Uinstr = omment("eliminated instrution")),Comment = Comment0,Mod = yes),Instr = [Uinstr � Comment℄).:� pred labelopt eliminate total(bool).:� mode labelopt eliminate total(out) is det.labelopt eliminate total(yes).%|||||||||||||||||||||||||{%% opt util-related de�nitions% dummy:� pred opt util instr labels(instr,list(label),list(ode addr)).:� mode opt util instr labels(in, out, out) is det.opt util instr labels( ,[ ℄,[ ℄).% dummy:� pred opt util an instr fall through(instr, bool).:� mode opt util an instr fall through(in, out) is det.opt util an instr fall through( ,yes).% set-related de�nitions 22



% set(T) == set ordlist(T) == list(T).:� type set(T) == list(T).:� pred set init(set(T)).:� mode set init(out) is det.set init([ ℄).:� pred set insert list(set(T),list(T),set(T)).:� mode set insert list(in,in,out) is det.set insert list(Set0,List0,Set):�list sort and remove dups(List0,List),list merge and remove dups(List,Set0,Set).:� pred set member(T,set(T)).:� mode set member(in,in) is semidet.set member(T,L):� list member(T,L).% list-related de�nitions:� pred list append(list(T),list(T),list(T)).:� mode list append(in,in,out) is det.list append([ ℄,Y,Y).list append([XjXs℄,Y,[XjZs℄):�list append(Xs,Y,Zs).:� pred list sort and remove dups(list(T),list(T)).:� mode list sort and remove dups(in,out) is det.list sort and remove dups(L0, L) :�list merge sort(L0, L1),list remove adjaent dups(L1, L).:� pred list merge sort(list(T),list(T)).:� mode list merge sort(in,out) is det.list merge sort([ ℄, [ ℄).list merge sort([X℄, [X℄).list merge sort(List, SortedList) :�List = [ , j ℄,list length(List, Length),HalfLength is Length // 2,( list split list(HalfLength, List, Front, Bak) �>list merge sort(Front, SortedFront),list merge sort(Bak, SortedBak),list merge(SortedFront, SortedBak, SortedList); error("list__merge_sort")).:� pred list length(list(T),int). 23



:� mode list length(in,out) is det.list length(L, N) :�list length 2(L, 0, N).:� pred list length 2(list(T), int, int).:� mode list length 2(in, in, out) is det.list length 2([ ℄, N, N).list length 2([ j L1℄, N0, N) :�N1 is N0 + 1,list length 2(L1, N1, N).:� pred list split list(int, list(T), list(T), list(T)).:� mode list split list(in, in, out, out) is semidet.list split list(N, List, Start, End) :�( N = 0 �>Start = [ ℄,End = List; N > 0,N1 is N � 1,N1 = 1,List = [Head j List1℄,Start = [Head j Start1℄,list split list(N1, List1, Start1, End)).:� pred list merge(list(T), list(T), list(T)).:� mode list merge(in, in, out) is det.list merge(A, B, C) :�( A = [XjXs℄ �>( B = [YjYs℄ �>C = [ZjZs℄,( ompare(<, X, Y)�> Z = X,list merge(Xs, B, Zs); Z = Y,list merge(A, Ys, Zs)); C = A); C = B).:� pred list remove adjaent dups(list(T),list(T)).:� mode list remove adjaent dups(in,out) is det.24



list remove adjaent dups([ ℄, [ ℄).list remove adjaent dups([XjXs℄, L) :�list remove adjaent dups 2(Xs, X, L).:� pred list remove adjaent dups 2(list(T), T, list(T)).:� mode list remove adjaent dups 2(in, in, out) is det.list remove adjaent dups 2([ ℄, X, [X℄).list remove adjaent dups 2([X1jXs℄, X0, L) :�( X0 = X1�> list remove adjaent dups 2(Xs, X1, L); L = [X0 j L0℄,list remove adjaent dups 2(Xs, X1, L0)).:� pred list merge and remove dups(list(T),list(T),list(T)).:� mode list merge and remove dups(in,in,out) is det.list merge and remove dups(A, B, C) :�list merge(A,B,C).:� pred list member(T,list(T)).:� mode list member(in,in) is semidet.list member(X, [X j ℄).list member(X, [ j Xs℄) :�list member(X, Xs).
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